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Let k be a real quadratic field, and 9I a central division quatemion algebra 
over k. In this paper sulhcient conditions are given to insure that ?I appears in a 
simple component of the group algebra Q[G] of some finite group G over the 
rational field Q. In particular, when k is assumed to be Q(xO) or Q(d/5), the 
necessary and sufficient conditions for ‘u to appear in some Q[G] are given. 
1. 
Let k be a totally real subfield of some cyclotomic field Q&J. Let ‘?l be 
a central division algebra over k, which appears in a simple component of 
the group algebra Q[G] over Q of some finite group G. According to 
the Brauer-Speiser theorem [2,3], the index of 9l is one or two. So we ask: 
What division quaternion algebras central over k appear in some Q[G] ? 
In other words, the problem is to characterize the Schur subgroup S(k) 
in the Brauer group Br(k) of k. (The term “Schur subgroup” has been 
introduced by Fields and Herstein [5].) This has been settled by Benard [l] 
and Fields [4] for k = Q, the rational field. In this paper we investigate 
this problem for the case that k is a real quadratic field. Theorems 1 
and 2 give sufficient conditions for a division quatemion algebra 2l central 
over k to appear in some Q[G]. In Theorem 3, the division quatemion 
algebras central over k which appear in some Q[G], are completely 
characterized, where k is assumed to be either Q( d/z) or Q( d/5). Although 
it is enough to consider cyclic algebras for k = Q, we must deal with 
crossed products for our case. 
Notation. R, C, and K denote respectively the real number field, the 
complex number field, and the ordinary real quaternion algebra. The 
automorphism of C/R sending d/-1 to - 4-1 is denoted by I. For a 
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natural number n, 5, is a primitive nth root of unity. If K is an extension 
field of k, N(K/k, a) is the norm of an element a of K over k. If K is a 
Galois extension of k, (li(K/k) is its Galois group. If k is an algebraic 
number field, p a prime of k, K/k a Galois extension, ‘JJ a prime of K lying 
above p, then Kp/k, represents the isomorphy type of the completion of 
K/k for the !JJ ( p. (y,, u ,...) is the group generated by CJI, o ,... . 
2. 
First we shall give division quaternion algebras central over a real 
quadratic field Q( d/m), which appear in some Q[G]. 
THEOREM 1. Let m be square free integer greater than one. Let 
pl , pz ,..., pen be distinct rational primes (possibly including the infinite 
prime poD) such that pi (i = l,..., 2n) splits into two primes pi and pi in the 
real quadratic field Q( l/;;i). Then the central division quaternion algebra 
over Q(6) with Hasse invariant $ at pi and pi’ (i = l,..., 2n) and zero 
elsewhere, appears in some Q[G]. 
Proof. It will be shown that if p is a rational prime number decom- 
posing into two primes p and p’ in Q( dfi), then the central division algebra 
over Q( 6) with Hasse invariant 4 at p and p’, also 4 at the infinite 
primes pm and pm’ of Q(6) and zero elsewhere, appears in some Q[G]. 
By taking tensor products, Theorem 1 follows easily from this fact. 
Nowsetd=mifm=1(mod4),andd=4mifm=2,3(mod4). 
Then d is the discriminant of the real quadratic field Q(d%), 
and the cyclotomic field Q(cJ contains k = Q( 4E) = Q(d/li) (cf. 
Hasse [6, p. 5131). We fix a rational prime number p # 2, which decom- 
poses into two primes p and p’ in k. p does not divide d. The cyclotomic 
field K = QG , 5,) contains the subfields F = Q(<d, 1,) and Q&J 
such that F n Q(LJ = k and F * Q(&) = K. Denote by y a generator 
of the Galois group S(K/Q(&‘J), h h w  ic is cyclic of order p - 1 and . 
isomorphic to Q(F/k). For simplicity, set $s = B(K/F), which is isomorphic 
to S(Q(&)/k). Then, (ti(K/k) = (y) x 5. Set 
a(cpb, CpjT) = (- l)S, 0, 7 E 6, 
s= 0, 
I 
i+j<p-1, 
1, i+j>p--1. 
We see easily that LY is a factor set of K/k. Consider the crossed product 
with the factor set or: 
2I = c Ku0 = (C&J, p’), K/k) (direct sum), (P E 0WlW~ 
uPuP’ = 4PY P’) UP”’ 2 ug = x”up (x E K), 
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where xp is the image of x by p. As the elements u,‘u, (i = 0, l,..., p - 2; 
u E fi) are linearly independent over K (cf. [7, p. 262]), we have 
‘8 = c Ku,$, (i = 0, I,...) p - 2; u E 9). 
i.0 
From the definition of the factor set cy, it follows that 
%% = w, , u&l, = u,u, (U,TE$), zp= -1. (1) 
Since u, (resp. u,) commutes with each element of Q(&) (resp. F) and 
K = F * Q(&), we have 
because cy(u, T) = 1 for any 0, 7 of $. The p-index of Vf is equal to the 
order of the norm residue symbol (- 1, P/k,). As p is totally ramified in 
F/k and k, = Q, , the order of (- 1, P/kP) is equal to two (cf., for 
instance, the argument of [S, Section 41). The situation is the same for p’. 
Therefore, 91 has Hasse invariant Q at p and p’. If q is a prime ideal of k 
which does not divide p, then q is not ramified in F/k, and so the norm 
residue symbol (- 1, P/k,) is equal to one. Hence, 2l has Hasse invariant 
zero at q (q fp). As for an infinite prime pm of k, we have 
91 Ok k,m - t-1, F%/,$, , @-1’P) N (-1, C/R, t) = R, 
because the maximal real subfield F. of F is Q(dE, 5, + 5;‘) and 
6(F/F,,) = (I#+~)/~). So 9I has Hasse invariant 4 at the infinite primes pm 
and nm’ of k. If m = 1 (mod 4), then the elements --I&, , cd , u, , u, (a E 5) 
generate a multiplicative subgroup G of ‘$1 whose defining relations are 
given by (1) and by 
d--5*) u,l = - [,+ (r is primitive mod p), %5du,-1 = Cd 2 
(2) 
%5,u,-1 = 5,) %5du,-1 = 5d0 (0 E $3). 
In fact, G is an extension of the cyclic normal subgroup (-5, . &) of 
order 2pd by an Abelian factor group isomorphic to <cp> x tj = @(K/k), 
with the factor set (Y. In the same way, if m = 2 or 3 (mod 4), then the 
elements 5, , cd , u, , u, (a E fi) generate a multiplicative subgroup G of N 
In both cases, the crossed product PI is spanned by the foregoing group G 
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with rational coefficients, i.e., ‘% = {CIEG a,g; a, E Q]. Hence, 2l is 
isomorphic to a simple component of Q[G]. 
Now assume p = 2. Since the prime 2 is supposed to split into two 
primes p and p’, m must satisfy the condition m = 1 (mod 8). The cyclo- 
tomic field K = Q(cnt, &) contains the subfields F = Q( d%r, c4) and 
Q(<,) such that F n Q&J = k = Q( &i) and F * Q&J = K. Denote by 
y the generator of the Galois group (li(K/Q(c,J), which is cyclic of order 2. 
Then, @(K/k) = (cp) x 9, where $3 = @(K/J’). Set 
a(yA7, @T) = (- l)“, 0, TE.5, 6= 0, 
I 
i+j<Z 
1, i+j>2. 
By the same argument as before, a is a factor set of K/k, and the crossed 
product 9I with the factor set 01 is 
‘8 = cKuD (P E @W/k)) 
I) 
= CF-Q((Ju,$, (i = 0, l;aESj) 
- (- 1, F/k d, 
where u,u,’ = 4p, P’) U,, 3 U,X = PU, (x E K). As the prime 2 splits into 
two primes p and p’ in k, k, = Q2, P = Q2(c4). The order of the norm 
residue symbol (- 1, P/kp) = (- 1, Q2( 5.J/Q2) is equal to two, because - 1 
is not a norm of an element of a,(&). The situation is the same for p’. 
Therefore, Cu has Hasse invariant 4 at p and p’ dividing 2. Let q be a prime 
ideal of k which does not divide 2. Then Cu has Hasse invariant zero, 
because q is not ramified in F/k. For an infinite prime pm of k, we have 
C-1, F/k d Ok kpm- (- 1, FPm/kp, , cp) N (- 1, C/R, 6) = K. 
So, 9I has Hasse invariant 4 at the infinite primes pm and pm’ of k. As 
before, 9l contains a multiplicative subgroup G = ( l4 , 5, , u, , U, (0 E $3)), 
which is an extension of the cylcic normal subgroup (c4 * 5,) of order 4m 
by an Abelian factor group isomorphic to (r,~) x 5 = @(K/k) with 
the factor set LY. And G spans ‘3 with rational coefficients, i.e., 
a = CLC % g; a, E Q}. So, ‘3 is isomorphic to a simple component of 
Q[G]. The proof of Theorem 1 is completed. 
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3. 
The assertion of Theorem 1 can be strengthened for a quadratic field 
Q( 1/1>, where 1 is a prime number. 
THEOREM 2. Let I be a rational prime number. Let p1 , pZ ,...,p,, be 
distinct rational primes (possibly including the infinite prime pm) such that 
pi (i = 1, 2,..., n) splits into two primes pi and pi’ in the real quadratic 
jield Q(1/1). Then the central division algebra over Q( ~‘1) with Hasse 
invariant $ at pi and pi’ (i = 1, 2,..., n) and zero elsewhere, appears in some 
QPI- 
Proof. We shall prove that the central division algebra over Q( dl) 
with Hasse invariant + at the infinite primes pm and pm’ of Q( z/I) and zero 
elsewhere, appears in some Q[G]. By taking tensor products, Theorem 2 
follows from this fact combined with Theorem 1. 
Assume first that 1~ 1 (mod 4). So, Q( dl) is contained in Q(&), and 
the Galok group WQ(5z)/Q( 14) is a cyclic group (v,> of order (I- 1)/2. 
Consider the following cyclic algebra VI central over k = Q( l/r>: 
(z-1) 12-l 
-% = C-1, QGz>/k d = 1 Q(5z) ~a’, 
i=O 
U,&U;’ = 5;” (r is primitive mod I), ug-i)/2 = -1. 
Let pm be an infinite prime of k. The maximal real subfield of Q(&)/k is 
Q(& + c;‘), and the Galois group S(Q(&)/Q([, + 5~~)) is the cyclic 
group <F(~-~)/~) of order 2. So, we have 
a Ok k,m - (--I, Q(Sz)Pm/k,m , ~l(‘-‘)‘~) = (- 1, C/R b) = K. 
Hence, X has Hasse invariant + at the infinite primes pm and pm’ of k. 
Let I be the only prime ideal of k dividing Z. The l-index of Cu is the order 
of the norm residue symbol (-1, Q([z)‘/kr), which is equal to 
U%IQz , -11, QGz)‘/Qz) = (1, Q(5z>1/Qz> = 1. In the above, note that 
the extension kI/Qz is of degree 2. Hence, ‘$I has Hasse invariant zero at I. 
Let q be a prime ideal of k different from I. Then q is not ramified in 
Q(cz)/k, and so 9I has Hasse invariant zero at q. The cyclic algebra 9I 
contains the multiplicative subgroup G = (- cz , u,), which is an extension 
of the cyclic normal subgroup (-cz) of order 21 by a cylcic factor group 
isomorphic to the cyclic group (F) = O(Q(&)/k) of order (I- 1)/2. 
And ‘$I is spanned by G with rational coefficients. Therefore, ‘$I is iso- 
morphic to a simple component of Q[G]. 
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Assume next that I= 3 (mod 4). Then the quadratic field k = Q( 1/E) 
is contained in Q(cal) = Q(LJ . Q([J. W e can easily see that the Galois 
group cli(Q({&/Q( 4I)) is cyclic of order I - 1 and generated by y such 
that ~(5~) = 52, V-G) = LT ( r IS ’ P rimitive mod I). Consider the following 
cyclic algebra ‘$1 central over k: 
z-1 
21 = (- 1, Q(LzYk ~4 = C Q(L) umi, 
i=O 
u&m1 = 5z*, u,~,u;’ = [;I, u;-’ = - 1. 
By the same argument as before, 2I has Hasse invariant + at the infinite 
primes pm and pm’ of k and zero elsewhere. This cyclic algebra % contains 
the multiplicative subgroup G = (5 4, 5 Z , u,), which is an extension of 
the cyclic normal subgroup ( chl( = c4 * &)) of order 41 by a cyclic factor 
group isomorphic to the cyclic group (y) = Q(Q([Jk) of order I- 1. 
As ‘8 is spanned by G with rational coefficients, % is isomorphic to a 
simple component of Q[G]. 
Assume last that I = 2. Consider the following cyclic algebra 91 central 
over k = Q(d2): 
‘% = (- 1, QGYk ~1 = i Q&,:8) UC’, 
i=O 
Note that Q(d2) = Q(& + 5;‘). By the same argument as before, 2l has 
Hasse invariant 4 at the infinite primes pm and pDo’ and zero elsewhere. 
2t contains the multiplicative subgroup G = (& , u,} which is isomorphic 
to the generalized quaternion group of order 16 (cf. [9, p. 2261). Since % 
is spanned by G with rational coefhcients, ‘X is isomorphic to a simple 
component of Q[G]. The proof of Theorem 2 is completed. 
4. 
Let L be a subfield of some cyclotomic field Q(c,,) and ‘% a central 
division algebra over L which appears in some Q[G]. Let p and p’ be 
primes of L which both extend a prime p of Q (possibly the infinite 
prime pa). Then the p-index and the p’-index of ‘$I are the same (cf., [12]). 
Therefore, the “only if” part of the following Theorem 3 is obvious. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that k is either Q( d/2) or Q( V/3). Then a central 
division algebra 2l over k appears in some Q[G] if and only if the Hasse 
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invariant of ‘+2l at any prime of k is equal to zero or 4 (mod 1) and for any 
prime p (possibly the infinite prime pm) of Q which splits into two primes p 
and p’ in k, ‘9.l has the same Hasse invariant at p and p’. 
Remark. Theorem 3 is not true for a real quadratic field Q(1/1>, 
where I is any rational prime number such that 13 3 (mod 4). For, if I 
is the prime of Q( v’[) dividing I, and if 2I is a central simple algebra over 
Q( 1/1) which appears in some Q[G], then by [lo, Theorem 11, the I-index 
of 2I divides (, - 1)/2. But by the assumption 1 s 3 (mod 4), (I - 1)/2 is 
an odd number, and so the Hasse invariant of 91 at I is necessarily equal 
to zero. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Suppose that k is Q( ti2) (resp. Q( d/5)). Let I be 
the only prime of k dividing 2 (resp. 5). Let p be any rational prime 
number which is inertial in k, and p the only prime of k lying above p. Let 
‘LI,,, (resp. !&,J be a central division algebra over k = Q(z/Z) (resp. 
Q(d/5)) with Hasse invariant Z$ at both 1 and p, and 4 or zero at both 
infinite primes pm and pco’ of k, and zero elsewhere. It will be shown that 
‘$I,,, (resp. .%& appears in some Q[G]. From this and from Theorem 2, 
the “if part” of Theorem 3 easily follows by means of taking tensor 
products. 
Now suppose that k = Q(l/Z). Let p be a rational prime number 
inertial in k/Q and p the only prime of k dividing p. The cyclotomic field 
K = Q(J& , 5,) contains the subfields Q(&J and F = Q(V/2, 5,) such that 
K = Q(&) . F, Q(&,) n F = k. Denote by 9 (resp. 7) a generator of the 
Galois group O(K/Q([,)) (resp. @(K/F)), which is cyclic of order p - 1 
(resp. 2). Then @(K/k) = (q) x (7). Consider the following crossed 
product 
2I = C Ku,%,j (direct sum) (i = 0, l,..., p - 2;j = 0, 1) 
i,i 
= (a(#$, q+‘$‘), K/k) 
whose defining relations are 
um~pulpl = 5,’ (r is primitive mod p), 
U”5PU2 = 5, , %l;&,-’ = 5e1, w, = 525%u, 
,;-1 = <yP-l'/z , q2= 1. 
The factor set 01 of this crossed product is easily seen: 
(3) 
a(($#rli, gBj') = 5~f(l-(-l,i,/2-(9-1,8/2, 6= 0, 
t 
i+i’<p-I, 
1, i+i’>p- 1. 
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The elements 5,) 5,) u,, t(n generate a finite multiplicative subgroup G 
in ‘?I, whose defining relations are given by (3). G is an extension of a cyclic 
normal subgroup (&<,) of order Sp by an Abelian group isomorphic to 
(y) x (v) = @(K/k) with the factor set 01. (In order to check this, it is 
convenient to refer to Zassenhaus [ 11, Chapter III, Section 81.) The crossed 
product 9I is spanned by G with rational coefficients, and so % is iso- 
morphic to a simple component of Q[G]. 
For every finite prime ideal q of k which divides neither p nor 2, 
W3& N 1, because q is not ramified in K/k and the factor set 01 of ‘9I 
consists of roots of unity. Let p be the prime ideal of k dividing p. Since 
p2 E 1 (mod 8) and (p) = p in k, p splits into two primes ‘!$, , ‘;pz in 
Q(53/k and so Q(S8Y’ = k, . Is1 and ‘p2 are totally ramified in K/Q(&,). 
Hence, we have 
a O&, - @z-l, K”/k, , v) = ($‘“-1’/2, K+‘/k, , v). 
As p is inertial in k/Q, the Legendre symbol (8/p) = (2/p) = (- l)(pa-1)j8 
is equal to -1, and so s = (p” - I)/8 is an odd number. Hence, we have 
N&,/Q,, &(P-l)/2) = &‘P-1’/2& ‘P - ‘)‘j2 = (- 1)’ = - 1. The norm resi- 
due symbol (5; (p - 1)/2, KP/kP) is equal to (N(k,/Q, , <;(P-1”2), Kp/Q,) = 
C-1, K’IQ,), d t an i s order is equal to two, because -1 is not a norm of 
an element of Kp/Q, (cf. the argument of [S, Section 41). Therefore, 9I has 
Hasse invariant $ at the prime p = (p) of k. Let nm be an infinite prime 
of k. The maximal real subfield of K is Q(<,&, + <il<pl), and 
6(K/Q([8t&, + &‘&l)) = (T~~-~)/~+. Hence, we have 
i?I Ok kPm N ((u~-“‘~u~)~, KPm/kPm , q+P-1)‘2q) E ((-1)(p-1)‘2, C/R, L), 
because 
(u(~--1)/2u 12 = 55(~-1)/2~~-1~ 2 = (-1)(~-1)/2~~-1)/2~~(~-1)/2 = (-lyp--1)/2~ 
m  v 8 e 77 
Therefore, 2f has Hasse invariant zero (resp. 4) at both infinite primes pm 
and pm’ of k provided that p = 1 (mod 4) (resp. p = -1 (mod 4)). Let I 
be the only prime of k dividing 2, i.e., I2 = (2). We have shown that ‘?I 
has Hasse invariant 4 at the p (p 1 p), and zero (resp. 4) at both pm and 
pm’ if p = 1 (mod 4) (resp. p = - 1 (mod 4)), and zero at any q different 
from P, I, pm , and pm . ’ From the Hasse’s sum theorem for central simple 
algebras, it follows that 5ll has Hasse invariant 4 at I. Thus, Theorem 3 is 
proved for the case k = Q( d\/2). 
In the following, we shall prove directly that 2l has Hasse invariant fr 
at 1 (I 1 2). From the fact that u,,{(l - &J u,> = (1 - 5,‘) U,U, = 
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(1 - 5;‘) cS6u,u,, = ((1 - &J u,> U, and that (1 - 5,) U, (resp. u,) com- 
mutes with each element of Q(&) (resp. F), it follows that 
- (((1 - &I” 5a1>(“-1)‘2, F/k ~1, 
because u,,* = 1, u,“-’ = f;gfp-‘)/‘. Hence, we have 
‘21 Ok kt - ({Cl - 5,)” 5S*>(“-1)‘2, F1/k, , $3, 
where p - 1 = fg and f is the smallest positive integer such that 2f = 1 
(modp). The prime I of k = Q( 42) is exactly the principal ideal 
((1 - &)” &‘), and so (1 - 5,)” <;I is a prime element of the local 
field kI. The extension F’/k, is nonramified of degree jI Hence, 
by the definition of the Hasse invariant, % Ok: k, has Hasse invariant 
(p - 1)/2f = g/2 (mod 1). We note that g and 2 are relatively prime. For, 
if 2 would divide g, then 2(~-l)/~ = 1 (modp) and 2 would be a square of 
some integer (modp), and so the Legendre symbol (2/p) would be equal 
to one. This contradicts the assumption that p is inertial in k = Q(d\/z), 
i.e., (2/p) = - 1. Thus, ‘$.I has Hasse invariant 4 at I. 
Next we shall prove Theorem 3 for the case k = Q( d/s). Let p # 2 be a 
prime number inertial in k/Q. The cyclotomic field K= Q(&, 5,) contains 
subfields F = Q(q/s, 5,) and Q(&) such that F * Q(c5) = K and 
F n Q(&> = k = Q( 1.6). Denote by v (resp. 7) a generator of the Galois 
group S(K/Q(&)) (resp. Q(KIF)), which is cyclic of order p - 1 (resp. 2). 
Then, B(K/k) = (q) x (r]). Consider the following crossed product %: 
IX = C Ku,%,j (direct sum) (i = 0, l)...) p - 2;j = 0, I), 
i,i 
whose defining relations are 
u,&4;1 = i,’ (r is primitive mod p), KAu,l = 5, , u,c&J.4;1 = 
u&;’ = 5;l, u,u, = -L&,u, , un2 = 1) u,“-’ = @+-1)‘2. 
From the fact that 
u,((l - 5,) UJ = (1 - 5;‘) %J4, = (1 - 5,‘)(- 5,) u&j = ((1 - 55) %I UT? 9
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and that (1 - &J U, (resp. u,,) commutes with each element of Q(<,) 
(resp. F), it follows that 
21 = c F. QGM - 5,s) u,Y u,' 
i,j 
c1 ((1 - {3”-’ u;-1, F/k ~1 Or (u,‘, 4(53/k d 
- (((1 - 53” <;‘}(“-1)‘2, F/k, y). 
Let I be the only prime of k lying above 5, i.e., (5) = 12. Then we have 
21 Ok k, - (((1 - 5s)2 5;1}(p-1)‘2, PI/k,, cpg), 
where fg = p - 1 andf is the smallest positive integer such that 5f = 1 
(modp). The extension F’/kI is nonramified of degree f and (1 - &J2 {;l 
is a prime element of the local field kI . So, by definition of the Hasse 
invariant, ‘3 has Hasse invariant (p - 1)/(2f) = g/2 (mod 1) at I. Note 
that 2 and g are relatively prime. For, if 2 would divide g, then P--1)/2 = 1 
(modp) and 5 would be a square of some integer (modp), i.e., (5/p) = 1. 
This contradicts the assumption that p is inertial in k = Q(d/5), i.e., 
(5/p) = -1. Thus, rU has Hasse invariant 4 at I (I 1 5). Let pm be an infinite 
prime of k. By the same argument as before, 
2l OS kPm - ((u~-“‘~u,,)~, KPm/kPm , q+-‘)‘2r]) 
‘v ((-l)(P-1)/2, C/R, L). 
So, ‘%I has Hasse invariant zero (resp. 4) at infinite primes urn and pm’ of k 
provided that p = 1 (mod 4) (resp. p = - 1 (mod 4)). Let q be any prime 
of k different from I (I 1 5), pco , pm’, and p, where p is the only prime of k 
lying above p. Then the Hasse invariant of 2I at q is equal to zero, as q 
is nonramified in K/k and the factor set of 91 consists of roots of unity. 
Thus, by virtue of the Hasse’s sum theorem, ‘3 has Hasse invariant g 
at p. (We can directly prove this by calculating the index of 
‘% Ok k, .) The crossed product ‘% contains a multiplicative subgroup 
G = <5x,(= -5A 5, , u, 9 u,), which is an extension of the normal 
subgroup (<,, , 5,) of order lop by an Abelian factor group isomorphic 
to (q) x (7) = @(K/k). ‘3 is spanned by G with rational coefficients 
and so isomorphic to a simple component of Q[G]. 
The prime 2 is inertial in k = Q( 45). Let p be the only prime of k lying 
above 2. Set SWQGN = CT), WW) = CT>, where K = QG , &A 
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F = Q(ta , 6). Th en @(K/k) = (v) x (7). Consider the following 
crossed product W 
CLI = 1 Ku,“u,,j (direct sum), 
id 
(i, j = 0, 1) 
whose defining relations are 
By the same argument as before, we have 
because 
%a1 - 5,) %I> = (1 - 53 u,u, = (1 - 52) &lu?p, = ((1 - 54) 4 u, * 
Note that (1 - 54)2 5, = 2, (2) = p in k = Q( d/5), and p is inertial in 
Q(&)/k. So, 2 is a prime element of the local field k, and the extension 
Q(&)P/kp is nonramified of degree 2. From the defmition of the Hasse 
invariant, it follows that 2I has Hasse invariant i at p, because 
U3rkp - (2, Q([$‘/k, , 7). For an infinite prime pm of k, we have 
a 01, kpm - ((wJ”, KPwIkpm 9 PI)= (1, C/R, 4 - R 
because (u,u,J2 = u,t;,u,u,u,, = &1~,2u,2 = 1. Hence, 2l has Hasse 
invariant zero at both infinite primes pm and pm’ of k. Let q be any prime 
of k different from p (p I 2), pm, pm’ and I, where I is the only prime of 
k = Q(6) lying above 5. Then 2I has Hasse invariant zero at q, because 
q is not ramified in K/k and the factor set of % consists of roots of unity. 
So, by the Hasse’s sum theorem, % has Hasse invariant 4 at I. (It is an 
easy exercise to prove this by directly calculating the index of 2l Ok kI .) The 
crossed product % contains a multiplicative subgroup G = (I&, I& , u, , u,,), 
which is an extension of the normal subgroup (5,) %) of order 20 by an 
Abelian factor group isomorphic to <q) x <T) = B(K/k). ‘$I is spanned 
by G with rational coefficients and so isomorphic to a simple component 
of Q[G]. Theorem 3 is completely proved. 
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